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Why Workplace Wellness? 
 

Productivity and efficiency are the 

fundamental keys to the success of any leading 

organisation. Keeping your employees safe, 

healthy and motivated has a direct influence 

on the productivity outcomes of your 

organisation. 

In the event of any equipment breakdown, no 

expense can be spared for repair if we wish to 

have the machinery working back on the front 

line, and for output to continue; likewise applies for your employees who are the gate-keepers to 

the unique knowledge and skill sets driving your organisation forward.  

 

The declining health of populations has had a unique impact at the organisational level where we 

see a predominately unhealthy workforce plagued by stress, obesity, fatigue, injury susceptibility 

and a prevalence of ‘office inactivity’ related chronic pain. A preventative approach to improving 

employee wellbeing is the equivalent to performing scheduled maintenance or implementing safe 

work practice policies to prevent workplace liability or likelihood of injury. 

A well-executed Wellness Program can deliver the strategies, motivation and support needed to 

promote and maintain good health of staff, evidently improving a company’s bottom line. It is an 

undeniable demonstration to your employees that their employer cares about their health and 

wellbeing.  
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Why Choose Katie Holohan Naturopathy and Nutrition? 

Katie is a qualified Naturopath and Clinical Nutritionist 

with a background in Health Promotion, and a passion 

for empowering the community to feel actively inspired 

to be the healthiest and happiest they can be. 

Delivering confidently presented, engaging and 

interactive material has been the cornerstone to 

creating something different for the corporate world. 

Katie is an evidence-based practitioner and educator, 

continually learning and researching to bring the most 

current health and nutrition information to every client.  

The unique point of difference for choosing Katie 

Holohan Naturopathy and Nutrition - Corporate Wellness Services is an opportunity to work 1:1 

alongside Katie to create a program that reflects the needs and values of your individual 

organisation. Katie prides herself on stepping into world of your workplace to deliver a tailored 

experience with consideration for the available time, diversity and nature of your organisation. 

It doesn’t matter if you have 10, 100 or 1000 employees, developing a real face-to face rapport 

with a friendly face to increase staff engagement with workplace wellness activities will be a 

turning point for your organisation.  

 

What Options Are Available For My Workplace?  
 

‘Lunch and Learn’ Education 

Engage staff with a short seminar or workshop style presentation over lunch or nibbles. Typically a 

45 minute session covering your choice of topic including but not limited to; reducing stress, 

managing fatigue, nutrition to combat the ‘3pm slump’ or eating well while travelling. 

‘Lunch and Learn’ sessions will be accompanied with a staff handout or follow up email (your 

preference) including a summary of key points and some practical tips for staff to try. Many 

organisations like to follow up with their staff via survey or workplace incentive programs to gauge 

interaction and encourage participation with the content and practical ideas presented (Katie can 

provide tips on how you may like to do this). 
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Nutrition Demonstrations 

Empower and excite your employees with practical 

nutrition demonstrations on ‘Eating with Ease’ in the 

workplace. These sessions are designed to 

complement educational material by demonstrating 

fast work place lunch and snack ideas using typical 

office kitchen appliances (microwave, blender, 

sandwich press). These sessions are usually 30 

minutes with an average of five lunch or snack ideas 

presented and are accompanied by laminated recipe 

idea leaflets you are able to leave on display in the 

office kitchen. 

 

 

In-House 1:1 Wellness Coaching 

Give your employees the unique opportunity 

to be individually advised in a 1:1 Wellness 

Check. Consultations for staff can be provided 

as shorter 20 minute quick tip sessions; right 

through to full length Naturopathic or 

Nutrition consults (1-1.5hrs). Sessions can 

include but are not limited to Naturopathic 

Discovery Sessions (blood sugar, blood 

pressure, tongue analysis, nail analysis and 

more), Food Diary Reviews (analysis of a 

typical day of eating and individual advice for 

eating recommendations) or Lifestyle Analysis 

(recommendations for stress management, food timing, improving sleep, energy or activity). 

Follow up from any 1:1 Wellness Coaching Session can be provided for your staff if they choose to 

continue via video consultation, online prescription services or ongoing monthly or quarterly in-

office meets.  
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Complete Package Services 

Any of the above services may be packaged together or presented individually giving your 

organisation complete flexibility in choosing what feels right for your employees. Services can be 

hosted as one-off sessions, or implemented as an ongoing, incremental program hosted over 4-12 

weeks.  

Structured workplace wellness programs running over any length of time may also be 

accompanied by educational and practical resources to keep in your workplace (recipes or guides) 

or pre and post-program staff questionnaires gauging satisfaction, personal health outcomes and 

productivity/workplace morale. 

 

Movement and Mindfulness 

Additionally to any of the above, your organisation may like the idea of adding a movement or 

mindfulness session alongside your education or practical demonstration. Meditation and stress 

relief technique sessions can be delivered by Katie, or if you’d like an activity, stretching or sweat 

component to your wellness program we can organise a qualified personal trainer, yoga instructor 

or specialist movement facilitator to attend. 

 

What Is The Next Step? 

Let’s organise a ‘discovery session’ to work together 1:1 discussing what workplace wellness 

services might best suit your organisation.  

Depending on the size of your workplace, these sessions may run anywhere from 15 minutes to  

1 hour and are used to develop a program or service that best aligns with the values and outcomes 

hoping to be achieved. Usually, this time is spent with the company director, a manager or human 

resources staff member who can make decisions and work alongside Katie to ensure the program 

is tailored to the time available, budget and diversity of the workplace.  

To organise your workplace discovery session (face to face, video or phone available), please email 

Katie; info@katieholohan.com  .  Alternatively, I’d love to chat with you; 0426 973 816. 
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